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**Prisoner's Dilemma 2011-05-25**

should you watch public television without pledging exceed the posted speed limit hop a subway turnstile without paying these questions illustrate the so called prisoner's dilemma a social puzzle that we all face every day though the answers may seem simple their profound implications make the prisoner's dilemma one of the great unifying concepts of science watching players bluff in a poker game inspired john von neumann father of the modern computer and one of the sharpest minds of the century to construct game theory a mathematical study of conflict and deception game theory was readily embraced at the rand corporation the archetypical think tank charged with formulating military strategy for the atomic age and in 1950 two rand scientists made a momentous discovery called the prisoner's dilemma it is a disturbing and mind bending game where two or more people may betray the common good for individual gain introduced shortly after the soviet union acquired the atomic bomb the prisoner's dilemma quickly became a popular allegory of the nuclear arms race intellectuals such as von neumann and bertrand russell joined military and political leaders in rallying to the preventive war movement which advocated a nuclear first strike against the soviet union though the truman administration rejected preventive war the united states entered into an arms race with the soviets and game theory developed into a controversial tool of public policy alternately accused of justifying arms races and touted as the only hope of preventing them a masterful work of science writing prisoner's dilemma weaves together a biography of the brilliant and tragic von neumann a history of pivotal phases of the cold war and an investigation of game theory's far reaching influence on public policy today most
important prisoner s dilemma is the incisive story of a revolutionary idea that has been hailed as a landmark of twentieth century thought

**Prisoner's Dilemma 1993-01-01**

John von Neumann invented the digital computer played a key role in the development of the atom bomb constructed a branch of mathematics known as game theory and became a defender of a movement to bomb the Russians before they could bomb us now comes a biography of this controversial genius and an exploration of his greatest idea one that nearly triggered a nuclear war in 1950 photographs

**Die Rechenmaschine und das Gehirn 2014-12-11**

The computer and the brain war der Titel von John von Neumanns letzter hinterlassener Arbeit in der er den wechselseitigen Beziehungen zwischen der Rechenmaschine und dem menschlichen Denk und Nervensystem nachgeht diese Arbeit gibt ein zusammengefaßtes Zeugnis seiner eindringlichen und unorthodoxen Denkweise John von Neumann gilt heute als einer der Pioniere der modernen Rechentechnik

**Die Jagd nach Zero Point 2006**

Endlich ein Buch das unser Leben einfacher macht jeder von uns trifft unzählige Entscheidungen am Tag Entscheidungen die uns viel Zeit kosten und nicht immer zu den besten Ergebnissen führen das ließe sich ändern wenn wir die Vorteile der
algorithmen stärker für uns nutzen würden davon sind der wissenschaftsautor brian christian und der psychologe tom griffiths überzeugt in ihrem buch zeigen sie auf wie uns algorithmen helfen können die bestmögliche lösung für ganz alltägliche probleme zu finden von der suche nach einem parkplatz bis zur auswahl des richtigen restaurants oder partners algorithmen für den alltag überträgt die erkenntnisse der informatik in nützliche und alltagstaugliche strategien und zeigt uns wie wir mit ihrer hilfe produktiver organiserter und wesentlich glücklicher werden

**Spieltheorie und wirtschaftliches Verhalten 1973-01-01**

der dritte band fallstudien bietet eine fülle von speziellen beispielen

**Algorithmen für den Alltag 2019-12-02**

this sharply intelligent consistently provocative book takes the reader on an astonishing thought provoking voyage into the realm of delightful uncertainty a world of paradox in which logical argument leads to contradiction and common sense is seemingly rendered irrelevant

**Gewinnen Strategien für mathematische Spiele 2013-04-17**

an impassioned look at games and game design that offers the most ambitious framework for understanding them to date as pop culture games are as important as film or television but game design has yet to develop a theoretical framework or
critical vocabulary in rules of play katie salen and eric zimmerman present a much needed primer for this emerging field they offer a unified model for looking at all kinds of games from board games and sports to computer and video games as active participants in game culture the authors have written rules of play as a catalyst for innovation filled with new concepts strategies and methodologies for creating and understanding games building an aesthetics of interactive systems salen and zimmerman define core concepts like play design and interactivity they look at games through a series of eighteen game design schemas or conceptual frameworks including games as systems of emergence and information as contexts for social play as a storytelling medium and as sites of cultural resistance written for game scholars game developers and interactive designers rules of play is a textbook reference book and theoretical guide it is the first comprehensive attempt to establish a solid theoretical framework for the emerging discipline of game design

Labyrinths of Reason 2011-07-20

the bulletin of the atomic scientists is the premier public resource on scientific and technological developments that impact global security founded by manhattan project scientists the bulletin s iconic doomsday clock stimulates solutions for a safer world
Rules of Play 2003-09-25

a humorous trivia book that has the official and final word on what qualifies as the coolest the best the toughest the most and of course the ultimate readers will enjoy learning which rollercoaster is the best and what was the most ingenious college prank those are only a sample of this trivia book that will entertain all readers

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 1992-10

in his most ambitious book yet clifford pickover bridges the gulf between logic spirit science and religion while exploring the concept of omniscience pickover explains the kinds of relationships limited beings can have with an all knowing god pickover s thought exercises controversial experiments and practical analogies help us transcend our ordinary lives while challenging us to better understand our place in the cosmos and our dreams of a supernatural god through an inventive blend of science history philosophy science fiction and mind stretching brainteasers pickover unfolds the paradoxes of god like no other writer he provides glimpses into the infinite allowing us to think big and to have daring limitless dreams

The Ultimate 1991-09-01

the thirty chapters of this innovative international study are all devoted to the topic of the play within the play the authors explore the wide range of aesthetic literary theoretical and philosophical issues associated with this rhetorical device
not only in terms of its original meta theatrical setting from the baroque idea of theatrium mundi onward to contemporary examples of postmodern self referential dramaturgy but also with regard to a variety of different generic applications e g in narrative fiction musical theatre and film the authors internationally recognized specialists in their respective fields draw on recent debates in such areas as postcolonial studies game and systems theories media and performance studies to analyze the specific qualities and characteristics of the play within the play as ultimate affirmation of the self the hamlet paradigm as a self reflective agency of meta theatrical discourse and as a vehicle of intermedial and intercultural transformation the challenging study with its underlying premise of play as a key feature of cultural anthropology and human creativity breaks new ground by placing the play within the play at the centre of a number of intersecting scholarly discourses on areas of topical concern to scholars in the humanities

**The Paradox of God and the Science of Omniscience**

2015-04-28

this controversial book explores the potential for the use of lotteries in social and particularly legal decision making contexts neil duxbury considers in detail the history advantages and drawbacks of deciding issues of social significance by lot and argues that the value of the lottery as a legal decision making device has generally been underestimated
The Play Within the Play 2007-01

nach grausamen taten einzelner erstarrt unsere gesellschaft regelmäßig in hilflosem entsetzen man sucht nach erklärunngen für das anscheinend unerklärliche und alsbald nennen die kommentatoren den täter böse aber nicht nur einzelne sondern auch größere verbände ja ganze völker können gemeinschaftlich verbrechen begehen und dabei noch davon überzeugt sein für eine gute sache zu kämpfen in einer integrativen darstellung verschiedener forschungsansätze geht die studie den gründen für menschliches verhalten und den unterschiedlichen deutungen dieses verhaltens nach das buch sucht zu zeigen wie sehr wir in sozial konstruierten wirklichkeiten leben uns an bilder und vorstellungen klammern die in krisensituationen leicht zerbröseln

Random Justice 2002-07

philosophical modeling is as old as philosophy itself examples range from plato s cave and the divided line to rawls s original position what is new are the astounding computational resources now available for philosophical modeling although the computer cannot offer a substitute for philosophical research it can offer an important new environment for philosophical research the authors present a series of exploratory examples of computer modeling using a range of computational techniques to illuminate a variety of questions in philosophy and philosophical logic topics include self reference and paradox in fuzzy logics varieties of epistemic chaos fractal images of formal systems and cellular automata models in game theory examples in the last category include models for the evolution of generosity
possible causes and cures for discrimination and the formal undecidability of patterns of social and biological interaction the cross platform cd rom provided with the book contains a variety of working examples in color and often operating dynamically embedded in a text that parallels that of the book source code of all major programs is included to facilitate further research

**Weder Gut noch Böse 2012**

praised by entertainment weekly as the man who put the fizz into physics dr len fisher turns his attention to the science of cooperation in his lively and thought provoking book fisher shows how the modern science of game theory has helped biologists to understand the evolution of cooperation in nature and investigates how we might apply those lessons to our own society in a series of experiments that take him from the polite confines of an english dinner party to crowded supermarkets congested indian roads and the wilds of outback australia not to mention baseball strategies and the intricacies of quantum mechanics fisher sheds light on the problem of global cooperation the outcomes are sometimes hilarious sometimes alarming but always revealing a witty romp through a serious science rock paper scissors will both teach and delight anyone interested in what it takes to get people to work together
Spieltheorie für Einsteiger 1997

wir vertrauen täglich aber wie funktioniert vertrauen und warum vertrauen wir überhaupt lesen sie hier wie vertrauen Zustandekommt und wie sie es nutzen können wann es jedoch eine riskante Vorleistung ist und wie sie verlorenes Vertrauen zurückgewinnen Inhalt wie Vertrauen Zustandekommt wie es sich im beruflichen Umfeld entwickelt und vom Vertrauen von Freunden unterscheidet wo Vertrauen förderlich und wo es eher hinderlich oder riskant ist wie es verspielt wird und man es wieder erwirbt mit einem geleitwort von jochen mai gesundes Vertrauen kennt Grenzen und einem Interview mit prof olaf geramanis vertrauen hat den Charakter des Selbstverständlichen verloren

The Philosophical Computer 1998

in diesem gut lesbaren und verständlichen Buch bewerten die Autoren die Anwendung der rational choice Theorie in ihrer herben Kritik zeigen green und shapiro auf dass die hoch gelobten Ergebnisse der rational choice Theorie tatsächlich äußerst suspekt sind und dass ein grundsätzliches Umdenken erforderlich ist um diesen analytischen Ansatz in der Politikwissenschaft wirklich nutzen zu können diesen Prozess des Umdenkens wollen die Autoren mit ihrem Buch anstoßen
how to induce corporate compliance with regulations harsh punishments will cause companies to disguise violations and mild punishments will cause companies to report their violations and make weak efforts to avoid them in this book sharon oded canvasses the history of thinking about corporate compliance and he proposes his own candidate for the best law this is a sophisticated account of legal incentives that will repay any reader interested in corporate compliance robert cooter university of california berkeley us the effective control of corporate misconduct is a vital but elusive task for regulators given the complexity of organization structures and the need to find the right balance between deterrent and cooperative based enforcement policies in this powerful and comprehensive study sharon oded argues for combining different approaches and boldly advocates in particular the use of third party independent corporate monitoring firms to implement self policing strategies this will be essential reading for those involved in the theory or practice of regulatory corporate enforcement anthony ogus university of manchester uk and university of rotterdam the netherlands this book considers how a regulatory enforcement policy should be designed to efficiently induce proactive corporate compliance it first explores two major schools of thought regarding law enforcement both the deterrence and cooperative approaches and shows that neither of these represents an optimal regulatory enforcement paradigm from a social welfare perspective it provides a critical analysis of recent developments in us federal corporate liability regimes and proposes a generic framework that better tailors sanction schemes and monitoring systems to regulatee performance the proposed framework efficiently induces
corporate proactive compliance while maintaining an optimal level of deterrence this insightful book will appeal to academics in law and economics behavioral economics criminology and business as well as to practitioners and policymakers

**Vertrauen 2009-10-08**

recent theorists have suggested that human altruism toward non family members evolved because of the tremendous benefits of reciprocity developing further the notion that evolutionary theory can help to explain moral sentiments howard kahane proposes that a sense of fair play is essential to ethics and argues that moral obligation too narrowly construed prevents us from living rationally he brings his account of fair play to bear on the ethics of various domains of social life including friendship taxes civil rights and nation states

**Rational Choice 2014-09-05**

this book presents a comprehensive new multi objective and integrative view on traditional game and control theories consisting of 15 chapters it is divided into three parts covering noncooperative games mixtures of simultaneous and sequential multi objective games and multi agent control of pareto nash stackelberg type games respectively can multicriteria optimization game theory and optimal control be integrated into a unique theory are there mathematical models and solution concepts that could constitute the basis of a new paradigm is there a common approach and method to solve emerging problems the book addresses these and other related
questions and problems to create the foundation for the pareto nash stackelberg game and control theory it considers a series of simultaneous nash and sequential stackelberg games single criterion and multicriteria pareto games combining nash and stackelberg game concepts and pareto optimization as well as a range of notions related to system control in addition it considers the problems of finding and representing the entire set of solutions intended for researches professors specialists and students in the areas of game theory operational research applied mathematics economics computer science and engineering it also serves as a textbook for various courses in these fields

**Corporate Compliance 2013-01-01**

warum wir unsere zukunft schwarz malen unsere gegenwart gefällt sich darin zukunft als katastrophe zu denken in kino wissenschaft und literatur eva horn geht der geschichte und den motiven dieses modernen katastrophenbewusstseins nach sie legt dabei die biopolitischen konflikte frei die in den untergangsszenarien von der verdunklung des globus über den atomtod bis zum klimawandel ausgetragen werden sie zeigt aber auch wie in den rufen nach sicherheit und prävention fiktionen wirksam sind die man als solche begreifen und analysieren muss die künftige katastrophe zu entziffern bedeutet nämlich immer eine geschichte schon zu ende zu erzählen die sich erst noch ereignen soll wer gelernt hat die werke der literatur genau zu lesen das führt eva horn mit ihrer studie eindrucksvoll vor der hat auch eine chance die legenden und fiktionen genauer zu erfassen die in der politik verbreitet werden der spiegel über der geheime krieg von eva horn
die komplementärbegriffe risiko und vertrauen sind dazu geeignet biblisch theologische systematisch theologische ethische und sozialtheoretische perspektiven in ein produktives gespräch zu bringen die beiträge dieses bandes nehmen die fäden für dieses gespräch auf und entfalten innovative impulse für theologie und kirchenleitung für recht ökonomie und zivilgesellschaft sowie für den diskurs mit den naturwissenschaften und die ethik probleme der theologischen anthropologie kommen dabei ebenso zur sprache wie das ökonomische risikomanagement risiko und vertrauen im kirchenleitenden handeln und das problem des rechtspopulismus der band ist michael welker zum 70 geburtstag gewidmet und vereint beiträge von autorinnen und autoren aus deutschland den usa großbritannien ungarn den niederlanden und südafrika risk and trust risk and trust are complementary terms that can help shape a constructive conversation between biblical theological ethical and social theoretical perspectives contributions of this volume enter this conversation by unfolding impulses for theology and the church for law economics and the civil society as well as for the sciences and ethics topics include theological anthropology trust and risk in economy and the political and theological challenges due to populism this book is dedicated to michael welker for the occasion of his 70th birthday it consists of contributions by authors from germany usa great britain the netherlands and south africa
from a zoologist and psychologist an astonishing look at the biological and strategic roots of human decisions humans like bacteria woodchucks chimpanzees and other animals compete or cooperate in order to get food shelter territory and other resources to survive but how do they decide whether to muscle out or team up with the competition in the survival game david p barash synthesizes the newest ideas from psychology economics and biology to explore and explain the roots of human strategy drawing on game theory the study of how individuals make decisions he explores the give and take of spouses in determining an evening s plans the behavior of investors in a market bubble and the maneuvers of generals on a battlefield alongside the mating and fighting strategies of less rational animals ultimately barash s lively and clear examples shed light on what makes our decisions human and what we can glean from game theory and the natural world as we negotiate and compete every day

Zukunft als Katastrophe 2014-06-26

a biography of john forbes nash jr winner of the nobel prize in economics 1994
when we want advice from others we often casually speak of getting some feedback but how many of us give a thought to what this phrase means the idea of feedback actually dates to world war ii when the term was developed to describe the dynamics of self regulating systems which correct their actions by feeding their effects back into themselves by the early 1970s feedback had become the governing trope for a counterculture that was reoriented and reinvigorated by ecological thinking the culture of feedback digs deep into a dazzling variety of left of center experiences and attitudes from this misunderstood period bringing us a new look at the wild side of the 1970s belgrad shows us how ideas from systems theory were taken up by the counterculture and the environmental movement eventually influencing a wide range of beliefs and behaviors particularly related to the question of what is and is not intelligence he tells the story of a generation of americans who were struck by a newfound interest in and respect for plants animals indigenous populations and the very sounds around them threading his tapestry with cogent insights on environmentalism feminism systems theory and psychedelics the culture of feedback repaints the familiar image of the 70s as a time of me generation malaise to reveal an era of revolutionary and hopeful social currents driven by desires to radically improve and feed back into the systems that had come before
debora hammond’s The Science of Synthesis explores the development of general systems theory and the individuals who gathered together around that idea to form the Society for General Systems Research in examining the life and work of the SGSR’s five founding members Ludwig von Bertalanffy, Kenneth Boulding, Ralph Gerard James Grier Miller, and Anatol Rapoport. Hammond traces the emergence of systems ideas across a broad range of disciplines in the mid-twentieth century, both metaphor and framework. The systems concept as articulated by its earliest proponents highlights relationship and interconnectedness among the biological, ecological, social, psychological, and technological dimensions of our increasingly complex lives. Seeking to transcend the reductionism and mechanism of classical science, which they saw as limited by its focus on the discrete component parts of reality, the general systems community hoped to complement this analytic approach with a more holistic orientation. As one of many systems traditions, the general systems group was specifically interested in fostering collaboration and integration among different disciplinary perspectives with an emphasis on nurturing more participatory and truly democratic forms of social organization. The Science of Synthesis documents a unique episode in the history of modern thought—one that remains relevant today. This book will be of interest to historians of science, system thinkers, scholars and practitioners in the social sciences, management, organization development, and related fields, as well as the general reader interested in the history of ideas that have shaped critical developments in the second half of the twentieth century.
we tell ourselves stories in order to live joan didion observed in the white album why is this michael austin asks in useful fictions why in particular are human beings whose very survival depends on obtaining true information so drawn to fictional narratives after all virtually every human culture reveres some form of storytelling might there be an evolutionary reason behind our species need for stories drawing on evolutionary biology anthropology narrative theory cognitive psychology game theory and evolutionary aesthetics austin develops the concept of a useful fiction a simple narrative that serves an adaptive function unrelated to its factual accuracy in his work we see how these useful fictions play a key role in neutralizing the overwhelming anxiety that humans can experience as their minds gather and process information rudimentary narratives constructed for this purpose austin suggests provided a cognitive scaffold that might have become the basis for our well documented love of fictional stories written in clear jargon free prose and employing abundant literary examples from the bible to one thousand and one arabian nights sanddon quixote and don quixote austin s work offers a new way of understanding the relationship between fiction and evolutionary processes and perhaps the very origins of literature

A Beautiful Mind 2001-12-04

noble prize winner thomas schelling taught a course in game theory and rational choice to advanced students and government officials for 45 years in this book
Robert Dodge provides in language for a broad audience the concepts that Schelling taught armed with Schelling’s understanding of game theory methods and his approaches to problems the general reader can improve daily decision making.

**The Culture of Feedback 2019-08-30**

There are two kinds of knowledge law school teaches—legal rules on the one hand and tools for thinking about legal problems on the other. Although the tools are far more interesting and useful than the rules they tend to be neglected in favor of other aspects of the curriculum. In the Legal Analyst, Ward Farnsworth brings together in one place all of the most powerful of those tools for thinking about law, from classic ideas in game theory such as the prisoner’s dilemma and the stag hunt, to psychological principles such as hindsight bias and framing effects, from ideas in jurisprudence such as the slippery slope, to more than two dozen other such principles. Farnsworth’s guide leads readers through the fascinating world of legal thought. Each chapter introduces a single tool and shows how it can be used to solve different types of problems. The explanations are written in clear, lively language and illustrated with a wide range of examples. The Legal Analyst is an indispensable user’s manual for law students, experienced practitioners seeking a one-stop guide to legal principles, or anyone else with an interest in the law.
The Science of Synthesis 2010-09-10

why is revenge such a pervasive and destructive problem how can we create a future in which revenge is less common and forgiveness is more common psychologist michael mccullough argues that the key to a more forgiving less vengeful world is to understand the evolutionary forces that gave rise to these intimately human instincts and the social forces that activate them in human minds today drawing on exciting breakthroughs from the social and biological sciences mccullough dispenses surprising and practical advice for making the world a more forgiving place michael e mccullough miami florida an internationally recognized expert on forgiveness and revenge is a professor of psychology at the university of miami in coral gables florida where he directs the laboratory for social and clinical psychology

Useful Fictions 2011-01-01

the identity and role of writing has evolved in the age of digital media but how did writing itself make digital media possible in the first place lydia h liu offers here the first rigorous study of the political history of digital writing and its fateful entanglement with the freudian unconscious liu s innovative analysis brings the work of theorists and writers back into conversation with one another to document significant meetings of minds and disciplines she shows how the earlier avant garde literary experiments with alphabetical writing and the word association games of psychoanalysis contributed to the mathematical making of digital media such intellectual convergence she argues completed the transformation of alphabetical
writing into the postphonetic ideographic system of digital media which not only altered the threshold of sense and nonsense in communication processes but also compelled a new understanding of human machine interplay at the level of the unconscious ranging across information theory cybernetics modernism literary theory neurotic machines and psychoanalysis the freudian robot rewrites the history of digital media and the literary theory of the twentieth century

**Schelling's Game Theory 2012-02-07**

a comparison of the use of model systems and exemplary cases across fields in the natural and social sciences

**The Legal Analyst 2008-09-15**

this book provides many humorous anecdotes and insightful examples of how our daily lives are affected by game theory game theory is the mathematical formalisation of interactive decision making it assumes that each player's goal is to maximise his her benefit whatever it may be players may be friends foes political parties states or any entity that behaves interactively whether collectively or individually one of the problems with game analysis is the fact that as a player it's very hard to know what would benefit each of the other players some of us are not even clear about our own goals or what might actually benefit us
if game theory the mathematical simulation of rational decision making first axiomatically established by the hungarian born american mathematician john von neumann is to prove worthy of literary hermeneutics then critics must be able to apply its models to texts written without a working knowledge of von neumann's discipline in mind reading such iconic novels as fahrenheit 451 in cold blood and kiss tomorrow goodbye from the perspective of the four most frequently encountered coordination problems the stag hunt the prisoner's dilemma chicken and deadlock game theory and postwar american literature illustrates the significant contribution of mathematical models to literary interpretation the interdisciplinary approach of this book contributes to an understanding of the historical political and social contexts that surround the texts produced in the post cold war years as well as providing a comprehensive model of joining game theory and literary criticism

The Freudian Robot 2010

at the forefront of international concerns about global legislation and regulation a host of noted environmentalists and business ethicists examine ethical issues in consumption from the points of view of environmental sustainability economic development and free enterprise visit our website for sample chapters
Science Without Laws 2007-09-03

contrasts two approaches to conflicts and their resolution the aggressive confrontative elements of the adversary paradigm represented by the fictional figure rambo and the compassionate non violence of the mutuality paradigm advocated by the dalai lama

Gladiators, Pirates and Games of Trust 2017-02-16

Game Theory and Postwar American Literature 2017-02-14

The Business of Consumption 1998

Rambo and the Dalai Lama 1998-01-01
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